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WEEKEND SEES
DENOUEENT
OF NOV. ACTION
By Harold Federow
November Actions ended not
with a bust but a party.
It started Friday afternoon,
Nov. 7, with a press conference
by President Johnson. He
opened the conference by saying
that the Institute "had stayed
together during a very difficult
week. We have made a case
against violence, and a case for
serious discussion of issues."
It was brought to Johnson's
attention that the Student Mobilization Committee was being
denied a permit for its March on
Washington partially because of
what had happened at MIT. He
stated that he would write Deputy Attorney General Richard
Kleindiest a letter explaining to
him What had happened at MIT.
Faculty meeting
A special faculty meeting was
held at 2:30 on Friday afternoon. President Johnson opened
with a statement on his views of
the events of the past days. The
faculty meeting was noticeably
tense, Sharp words were exchanged on several occasions.
Reports were given of the
Faculty and Student Advisory
Groups. There was an attempt
by two members of the NAC to
speak. One of them, Philip
Raup, was lead out of the meeting by Provost Jerome Wiesner,
after an exchange with Johnson.
At this point, Prof. John
Ross, Linguistics, moved that
the faculty meeting should extend to all students speaking
privileges. This provoked some
of the most bitter discussion in
the facuilty meeting.

Massive protest planned
as Moratoriu
m hits D.IC
Route settled yesterday;
march to stay clear
of White House

Wiesner at one point gave a
speech which served to cool the
tempers, and lent an air of calm
to the meeting. It is "obvious we
have to talk to each other. It
cannot be accomplished by
shouting or making a travesty of
this meeting."
After the meeting adjourned,
Johnson had his usual 4 pm
mneeting
with students. The
students were as- concerned as
the faculty had been previously,

garded. Violations occurring pri-

or to the discontinuance would
remain subject to possible legal
action by the Court.
"Two review panels, composed of faculty, students, and

Secretaries form group
to furtherstaff interests
The problems that tace women working at MIT are the
concern of a group of women
office workers who have been
meeting weekly for the past six weeks. In addition to the group's
special interests as women, the
group shares the concerns of all
employees at MIT. The group's
first focus was the issue of the

Also over the weekend, final

plans for a petition to be circulated to faculty were made. It
agrees with the Pounds Commission, but says that "the issue of
MIRV has a special urgency."
That the SALT-talks have just
started at the same time as the
current reexamination of war(Please turn to page 2}

to end NA IC injunction

3"

discernible. After this vote, one
administration member complained to another that he had
said that it should be an open
meeting.

and there were many faculty
who stayed in Kresge to listen
and Participate.

Joh nson to ask Court

By Steve Carltart
Late last night the MIT: administration released the following statement concerning the disposition of the temporary restraining order otbtained against
the November Action Coalition
last week.
Text of statement
"The temporary restraining
order issued on November 3
became a preliminary injunction
after the hearing before the
Court on November 7. For those
- Close votes
Prof. Victor Weisskopf respondents who had not been
Physics, suggested that it might served with process, the order
be wise to adjourn and meet remained a temporary restrainwith students, and moved to ging order. The legal force of the
adjourn. After some discussion, temporary restraining order and
a standing vote was taken. The the" preliminary injunction are
, ah s.zAelttlCt
A
motion failed i 78 to 176.
-ao
IaV
said
that
The faculty was not too.
last week's'crisis is over
happy with this vote. There was and that he, in due course, inno discernable voting pattern. tends to. request the Court to
The caucuses split among them- discontinue the prospective effects of the temporary restrainselves.
Debate returned to the main ing order and- the preliminary
topic of allowing students to injunction. President Johnson
speak. Johnson indicated that it cautioned, however, that disconmight be necessary to exclude all tinuance of the temporary rebut MIT students, "It may re- straining order and preliminary
quire checking ID cards." The injunction did not mean that
motion failed 180-l10. This past violations would be disretime, caucus voting was quite

.FIVE CENTS

I

sponsored a petition asking that
employees be allowed to act
according to their consciences
on that day without loss of pay
or privilege.
Recent meetings have been
devoted to drawing up a tentatire statement of purpose and
structure. The group will serve as

a forum for discussion of such

Moratorium The Institute had topics as wage policies, dress
said that classes could be can- standards, the lack of women's
celled or rescheduled but had restrooms. and lounges in many
made no statement about em- areas of the Institute, improv.ed
ployee participation in the ac- maternity benefits, day care centivities of October 15. The group
(Please turn to page 9)'l

staff-are being established to
assist the President and the officers of the Institute in investigating complaints regarding pos-

sible unlawful andinappropriate
behaviour during the events of
the period between November 3
and 7."
Assistant to the President
Constantine B. Simonides stated
that it was not possible to release the names of panel members at this time because the
panels were still in the process of
being formed. He added that he
could not say now when further
court action would take place,
except that it would be in the
near future.
{Please turn to page 3}
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Analysis
By Bob Dennis
As a result of last week's
election, the Cambridge Civic
Association (the local "good
government" body) has achieved
majorities on both the City
Council and School Committee
for the first time since the early
1950's.
Mayor Walter Sullivan was
once again the leading votegetter
in the Council race. He isjoined
in the new Council with fellow
;ndependents Alfred Vellucci,
Thomas Danehy, and newcomer
(and former School Committee
member) Daniel Clinton. The
winning CCA candidates were
incumbents Edward Crane,
Barbara Ackermann, Thomas
Mahoney, newcomer Robert
Moncreiff, and former Councillor Thomas Coates (one of the
three blacks among 26 candidates).
The two biggestsurprises in
the Council election were the
low finishes of Crane and
Mahoney. Crane, a veteran
Councillor and former Mayor,
had always been among the leading votegetters (he came in
second in 1967) but finished in

By Peter Peckarsky
WASHINGTON-A settlement
was reached late yesterday betweeni the New Mobilization
Committee and the Justice Department over the route of Saturday's massive Moratorium
demonstration here.
Washington Mayor Walter
Washington and Deputy Attorney General Richard Kleindienst
announced the terms of the
agreement at a press conference
at the District Building last
night. The route of the march is
from the assembly point on
Third Street at the foot of Capitol Hill up Pennsylvania Ave. to
15th St., and then south to the
Washington Monument grounds.
The route is set in such a way- as
to keep the marchers away from
the White House. About 2500
marshalls from the New Mobilization Committee will line the
route of the march.
The three day protest, November 13, 14, and 15, will

include a March Against Death
from Arlington Cemetary to the
White House and a mass rally
Saturday afternoon by the Washington Monument.
Under the terms of the agreement, Pennsylvania Ave. must be
cleared by 12:30 pm, with the
march starting at 10:00 am. It is
estimated that only 50;000 marchers will be able to march
during this time period. The
other participants, expected to
be 3- to 5-hundred thousand
strong, Will have to walk down
the mall.
Several radical groups are
planning an unauthorized 5 pm
demonstration at the Justice Department Saturday to protest
the Chicago conspiracy trial and
s

political incarceration (of Huey
Newton et al.). The New Mobilization Committee plans to announce from their platform that
the proposed demonstration is
not authorized.
At MIT, Moratorium headquarters have again been set up
in the East Lounge of the
Student Center. As ot Monday
evening only about 100 bus
ticket sales had been made but
workers there expressed confidence that there would be large
last minute sales. They also said
it would be impossible to es'timate the number of people
going down in cars, but they
were sure it would be far larger
than those going by bus.
Two separate ous contingents
will leave from Boston. The first
leaves late Thursday afternoon
and arrives in time for the March
Against Death. The March begins
6 pm Thursday and is expected
to last to Saturday morning.
Each marcher will represent one
U.S. war death.
The second bus contingent
leaves late Friday evening, arriving early the next morning.
Plans call for the demonstrators
to assemble on Capitol Hill and
march to the monument. Speakers at the rally include, as of
press time, Dr. Benjamin Spock,
Senator George McGovern, Sen
ator Charles Goodell, and Mrs.
·Coretta King.
Severe
difficulties
are
being encountered with transportation facilities. Several bus
companies have not been able to
fulfill the requests for busses and
drivers and a major bus line
servicing Washington from Virginia was struck Monday with no
signs o! an early settlement.
Accomodations amu also very
limited and the New Mobe is
urging everyone to plan only to
stay during the day Saturday.
,Some accomodations are available, however, for those participating in the March Against
Death.

C CA CouncilI

the middle of the nine winners
this time. Mahoney, an MIT Professor of History, retained his
seat by a very narrow margin,
apparently suffering from his association with the universities.
A meaningful analysis of the
election cannot be made until
the final ward-by-ward tallies are
released. Nevertheless, despite
the rain, the fact that the total
vote'was around 25,000 (about
six thousand less than the vote
two years ago) indicates a somewhat less than acute political
consciousness among the Cambridge citizenry.
The makeup of the elected
Council is not one which projects Cambridge as having a progressive city government. Mayor
Sullivan, who cast the deciding
vote against rent control,- is an
old-line politician who maintains
his popularity largely through
effective use of the patronage at
his disposal. Alfred Velucci,
second leading votegetter, upholds his hegemony in East Cambridge by his flamboyant and
ujually inane rhetoric at Council
meetings which belies his true
role as an impediment to meaningful action. He is known for
his fatuous attacks on the universities.

Thomas Danehy (yho followed Vellucci in votes) seems
indifferent and contributes practically nothing to Council meetings; he based his campaign on a
"law and order" theme. Despite
his CCA endorsement, Edward
Crane seems out of touch with
the times and is an anachronism
on the Council. Daniel Clinton
seems likely to join the conservative coalition; on the School
Committee, he was instrumental
in restricting administrative
hiring to people inside the Cambridge system.
By contrast, Daniel. Hayes,
the only defeated incumbent,
seemed to be one of the few
Councillors who took the job
seriously. As a barometer of the
rent control issue, Daniel
Connelly, former Chairman of
the Cambridge Housing Convention, fared very poorly at the
polls.
The new School Committee
includes CCA candidates Lorraine Butler, Don Fantini, Francis Duehay, and David Wylie as
well as incumbent James Fitzgerald and newcomer Joseph
Maynard. The Mayor, who is
elected from the City Council,
casts the seventh vote on the
Committee.
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PEITION SEEKS
INEND TO MIRV

us, by a strong public statement,
point out to Americans that
such weapons do not addto our
security."
The' idea of the petition had
(Continued from page 1)
its origins before November 4 in
related research provides "a a group of faculty that thought
speci~bal-ppbrtunity and a special the issues should not be obresponsibility: let us at, least scured in a debate over tactics.
defer all work to improve the There is a feeling that the faaccuracy of
- MIRV missiles.
----- Let - culty has "no hint where we're
i-~i i i .
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could be declared in violation of .has not yet been made. The
the injunction. This'would not primary proposal, and the -one'
discriminate between students that looks like it will be adopted
and non-MIT students. Another is to create one or two panels to
alternative Wiould be to-declare deal with the week in the manthe non-students persona non ner of the Baddour Committee
grata. This would mean that any ·on the Corporation disruption.
person so declared could be ar- Two panels are, favored since the
rested for trespass the next time', issue. will be divided into legal
he was on MIT property.
action and internal-discipline
Final decision on what to do committee action.
i
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This year, ski all Christmas !ong in the European Alps. On one of our
17-day Ski Holiday Tours. Yourchoice of two weeks in Kitzbuhel, St. Anton,
Zurs, St. Christoph, Lech, Bad Gastein, Zell am See, Obergurgl;
Innsbruck, or Garmisch.
Plus round-trip Jets, hotels (double occupancy), some meals, tips, taxes
and transportation to and from the ski resorts.
All for as little as $357. Based on a group economy tour fare from
New York. (And we'll get you into thegroup.)
Just fill in-the coupon for a free booklet on our Christmas Ski
Holiday Tours: Or call your Pan Am® Travel Agent or Pan Am at 482-6910.
And putan Alp under your tree.
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[the faculty] at," in the words
of ,one of the-orignators, Prof.
Francis Low, Physics.--Circulation of the petition Started last
Monday.
'One of the biggest questions
is the nature of the action that
will be taken against members of
the Noiember Action Coalition.
There are several options open
to the administration. They
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considers Simplex purchase

GJAG
MIT's purchase of Simplex
Wire and Cable Co. properties
and its impact on employment
and residential opportunities in
Cambridge was the central topic
of a CorporationJoint Advisory
Committee meeting Monday
afternoon.
The scope of the meeting was
broad, covering items ranging
from the future of existing
dormitories to a progress report
by MIT real estate officer
Antony Herrey on the 1600-unit
housing project in the city announced by MIT-last spring.
The Simplex properties, located in an industrial area west of
Mass. Ave. between West
Campus and Central Square, include 18.7 acres in 11 parcels.
The purchase-by MIT will be
completed sometime next
spring, according to Planning Of-

.ricer Robert Simha; he added
that a prime consideration in
MIT's development of the land
would be the continuation of "a
heterogeneous community" in
Cambridge.
Implementation of that overall goal, said Simha, would include examination of 1) pcssibilities of using the properties for
residential purposes including
student housing, and 2) develop-

i

~

_

ment of new commercial and
industrial opportunities for the
area and the production for the
city of badly-needed tax revenue.
Simha pointed out that problems would be encountered in
making residential use of the
land, because "the acres are
buried in an industrial area." If
it is feasible, however, use of the
property for MIT community
housing would benefit graduate
students who would prefer to
live in MIT-supplied housing
located- conveniently near the
campus.
Use of the land for graduate
student and faculty apartments
could also mean a financial
windfall for the City of Cambridge, Simha explained. The
reason for this is that every
dollar spent by MIT on housing
(i.e. non-industrial or cornmerical purpose) will mean a
corresponding influx of federal
money for the city for urban
renewal or other projects.
Development of other parts
of the property for commercial
and industrial purposes would be
consistent with MIT's objective
of seeing-that employment opportunities for workers of the
low and middle income levels

~
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remain open, he added.
The overall picture of undergraduate and graduate student
housing was reviewed by Director of Housing and Dining
Laurence Bishoff. He related
that major plans for undergraduate housing have included the
building of two new houses,
each with a capacity of 300, the
renovation and uncrowding of
Burton House -and East Campus,
and minor work in Senior House
and Baker. Bexley and Random
Halls, originally intended to be
temporary facilities, will be kept
open.
MacGregor House, now under
construction on West Campus,
will be ready for occupancy next
fall; renovation of Burton will
begin then. The second new
undergraduate house is.nowv in
the early stages of architectural
planning.
Bishoff said that flexibility in
future housing arrangements
regarding community arrangement and facilities is a major
goal. The net effect, will be to
increase the number of oncampus undergraduate students
by 300, and affect more than
1000 others.
MIT's goal for graduate
student housing is to provide

The
Christmas Gift
For Someone
You Really Love.

i

Waiter L. Milne, Assistant to the Chairman of the CJAC, answers
questions from the floor at Monday's meeting. Photo by Gary DeBardi

apartment facilities for about
half the total number of graduate students, both single and
married; this would meet the
current demand. A tower to be
located next to ,Westgate for
about 400 single graduate
students, also capable of accomodating family units, is near the
final stages of planning. The
long-range plans may include
conversion of Bexley and
Random to graduate student

chase is to contribute so the
conversion of Cambridge into a
homogeneous research center,
and claimed that statements by
the Institute regarding the number of people losing their jobs
due to the move of Simplex
were distorted.
The meeting also included an
overview by Walter L. Milne,
Assistant to the Chairman, of
the housing situation in the
Boston-Cambridge area, and a
use.
discussion by Assistant Treasurer
Two or three students pres- Frederic W. Watriss of the activient, some of whom are members ties of the Northgate Corporaof MIT SDS, charged that the tion.
real intent of the Simplex pur-

i

MIT plans 2NACpanels
(Continuedfrom page 1)
The legal implications of last
week's. temporary restraining order have been widely misunderstood on campus. When a court
order is granted, it in no way
constitutes the beginning of
punitive action against the defendants. For such to happen,
the Institute must take the additional step of filing a petition
charging individuals with contempt of court for violation of
the injunction. The Court also
has the power to independently
investigate whether the injunction Was violated, but this rarely
happens.
The transformation of the
temporary restraining order into
a preliminary ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
injunction was au-

-- ---

e

--

tomatic under legal procedure.
'There is a ten-day limit on temporary restraining orders, during
which time the defendants may
attempt to have the order rescinded. If, as was the case here,
the attempt is defeated, the order automatically becomes a preliminary injunction, which remains in effect until further action, usually on the part of the
plaintiff [MIT] causes it to be,
dropped.
The only reason that the order became a preliminary injunction for some of the defendants
but not for othkrs was that some
of the defendants had not yet
been formally notified of the
order by the hearing on Novem-
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CUERNAVACA for sixteen
seminars aimed at finding ways to free education
from schooling. Seminar leaders will include:
JEROME BRUNER
IJOHN HOLT
PAULO FREIRE
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PAUL GOODMAN
JONATHAN KOZOL
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These are-Rod McKuen's special words of
Christmas- holidays spent not only near the
hol!y and the ivy, but on Forty-Second
Street, in the fields and on the beach, in
love, waiting for love. Watching twelve years
go by Mr. McKuen has put them down for
all of us to know and remember. $3.50
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InSomeone's
Shadow

is quite simply one of the most direct,
touching and beautiful collection of love
poems by an American poet. IUsing the
seasons of the year as a platform to speak
eloquently of man's need, the words in this
book underscore the reason why Rod
McKuen has become the most influential
and best selling poet of our lifetime. $3.95
$10.00 signed slipcased limited edition
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- The November Actions have 'hd both benefi- up on dialog; this trotters not; for those who0
vOL OZ -L£xxEtx,
X Nq.:45 WE3DTESDA'r3
:
cial and deleterious effects on the Institute.
haven't,'tiis is'serious.
Second-clas- postage .paid at- Boston, -Massachusetts:' Tre' Tech is' puOblished
Alti6ugh-thei bad 6ffects'do not seem tohiveAllis not black, however. On the- credit side 9-i every Tuesday. and. Friday during- the colnce .year,.-except' duhig college
been as serious as we had previously fared, some the -November 'Actions seem to have given some vacations, by The Tech, Room W20-483, MIT Student-Cente;r, 1 Msachul4
setts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 0139. Telephone:s Area Code 617
ill effects come- to mind immediately. For one, segments of the- community the kick in the seatt 864-6900, extension
2731, or 876-5855.. United States Ma subscription.
rates: $4.5 for one year, '$.}0 for two years;
thing, the entire top-lvel of the adminitration has' that they needed to onfront ther respo.nsiblit
been tied up for weeks attempt'igSto determine - for- determining how MIT's, ex
ise *should be
how the Institute should relate-to these Actions.- used.:We regret that the political retardation of ther Clearly they have not been able to d any'serious oomfmunity
is such that it takes the (real on
work at rai.ing the funds needed for conversion in ·imaghed)'tlreat of violence to do this.
this time.
.
.
'
,Additionally, the Actiots raised.the level of
This concern presupposes, of- course that the dissent on campus and placedadditional pressurer .
I-1
administration is really interested in convension. on the adinistration-.and coanunity
.to:-face the 1.
We feel that they ate. A much more real isiue, in -war research is'¢. Institutions change only withI
ourjudgement, is whether:conversin on anything-- the: hellp--of -preSsure; beyond a certain point,
For the few-of us who w'ere tiodary 'adctions, at lea1 'to the
but a cosmetic basis is physically and financially - -however, pressure. causes people to feel-threatened
intimately involved in the revolutiohan'es : ;a mong -,those
November Actions but-not so groups. Not that everyone who
possble on anything approaching a reasonable and stiffens the forces of resistance. If we have not
personally
that ob- mar¢hed-6n I-Lss can be-con-'
timne scale.
already passed that point, the Actionsmay have jectivity notcommitted
only-was hnpossible sidered' a'revolutionary. 'But at
A second ominous -development which has helped.
-but unsought, it- has :been -a least 200 ofthe people who slept
grown out of the November Actions is the
A by-product of last--week was increased - confusing, often frustrating in the Sala last- week pahticipated
week.
statement made by Deputy Attorney General student input in decision making.As the adminisin - the ,planning sessions and
It
is
hard
to
think
about
what
made their positions Very clear:
Richard Kleindienst tit the Student Mobilization tration 'desperately reached for- legitimacy in the
happened'
here
in
Standard
they are indeed revolutionaries,
Committee was being denied a permit for this event that police would be needed, it was forced
terms. So much of it seems socialist/communist revolutionSaturday's peace march because violence was to- bring students into -high policy levels. Although
almost as madness, but as I've aries dedicated to the overthrow
feared. When asked why the goernment feared real decisions were made only at the Johnson[ - noted before, pushed to the of the government and politicallimit reason breaks down. Yet social system of the United
violence, Kleindienst replied that there would be Wiesner/Wymnne/Wadleigh level, student participathe contradictions and para- States, This is the key to the
contingents from MIT and other campuses where tion at the Faculty Council and FAG/SAG levels
doxes exhibited by-the partici- NAC position, - "Support the
violence has occurred.
were soldily established, We expect student reprepants in this little drama are not NLF." They consider themselves
Based on Richard Nixon's Vietnam speech last sentation on the Faculty and Academic Councils
so bewildering as they seem. In a the ALF.
week, Spiro's recent efforts to reach ever higher to become natural in the near future.
perverse sort of way they even
Clearly, the revolution won't
plateaus in insensitivity, and other indications, we
make sense. Some of them have take place tomorrow. Not with
The Tech will not appear this Friday, Novem- been well noted; the paradox of less than 400 revolutionaries.
beleive that the administration is attempting to
isolate and discredit the peace movement. This ber 14. Many of our staff will be participating 'in revolutionaries fighting for peace -But another, goal of the No.and love indulging
hatred,
Actions was to "raise the
must not happen. Yet activities.like.the November some way in the Moratorium activities taking place open 'and- naked; theincombinacost of the war" (in Vietnam)
Actions give Nixon just the tools he needs to do in Massachusetts on November 13 and 14 or the tion of revolutionary rhetoric and the disruptive potential of
march in Washington on November 15.
thejob.
and unwillingness to fight cops; even 200 revolutionaries was
We urge all members of the Institute commu- the spectacle of young people amply demonstrated. Two hours
Finally on the debit side, there is a greater
indulging-, excruatiating sessions of delay at I-L-5, a day's work
degree of polarization on campus. People are less' nity to participate in these meaningful anti-war
of self-criticism, .reviling every lost at CIS' many days' lost to
willing to listen to other people. If one has'given activities.
,~aR
-- ik~
;ClLp
~
~k~~
vestige of . their "middle-class the MIT administration - these
bourgeois" background, and yet, are the basis of NAC's claim of
Carson Agnew
at every step being the prisoner "Victory at MIT." Of course,
of that bourgeois mindset. How whatever happened NAC woud
else explain the high school foot- have "won" in this respect; even
ball game style chanting and without a bust at I-Labs threats
singing? What else explains the alone caused s'inicant' disrupAmerican concern with tion of "business as usual."
Face it. The MIT administrano values (working for an insti- played by the administration as3 uniquely
slogan
and-style, with medium
If nothing else,' NAC revealed
tion is the best team of crisis tution, which is -dedicated to if they had, just re-read "On
over
message?
There
were
just
how disorganized the revolumanagers this side of the Penta- '"vralue free" theory can do that, Escalation" and were running up
strange
things
happening,
buttion
is. Polically, there is a sort
gon. Somehow, even with intel- I guess), or maybe they just felt and down the escalation ladder
human
in these of tacit agreement among radligence which was usually incom- they had to suspend them in this just below a threshold labledr that is orly,
plete and a broad 'spectrum of case, as I am sure they have done '"iolence.' It's almost ironic times. Instead of dwelling on icals that ·after'-the revolution
oddities let us try to get at real things willl be socialist, free, noninternal political views, they before. But they did manage to
that a plan designed to fight the meanings. What was going on?
i-mperialist,. non-racist; and
managed theirside of the Novem- manage the Actions from- bang Cold War with Russia should be
One
thing
must
be
made
ber Actions so as to minimize to whimper.
used to fight the Revolution at t clear: lThis'was not a week of' (lately) non-mate chauvinist.
Tactics is where disagreement
and ultimately -prevent violence.
Of cdurse maybe some of the home. Or maybe its not. Maybe
"
anti-war"
protests,
as
the
MIT
begins. AR week long, the
It may be, as one administrator credit should go to Herman Kahn's approach was the best
Public
Relations
Office
tried
to
Weatherman
faction tried to
said to us, that these men have Kahn. The - whole week was one for a bunchof people who
paint it, nor even merely a week press- itcase for "Volentaction
II needed to manage but did't have
of anriti-imperialist research demThey talked of fting the
time or opportunity to think of onstrations. It would not be now.
cops and throwing rocks. But
.a plan for the week themselves.
justice to NAC or RLSDS to calI most of the group' wasn't up for
"'They' also, clearly, do not it anything.but a week of revolu(Please turnato page 91
have a plan for conversion anyr
more than Nixon does for Vietnam. We speculate that they F
The November Actions produced of plot was being hatched.
Soon
have some idea, but the adnmin.some choice comment Among Gee
Katsiaficas
of
RLSDS
came
: tration is clearly-divided -ovter II
them:.
by
and
exhanged
some
<With in
this one. C.L. Miller's "purloinCd i
Greek
- with,
MT's
Greek
establis. By Harvey Baker
90. During the height of the dis- mentL A nearty'reiporter
letter" shows that he, for one, p
was
heard
to
"Join
us! Join .us- It's your there. "God Bless America, land
trbances, one administrator we mmark
doesn't want the token conver, -'AU
that
and
they
still
know tapped the region between his coirhtvt Cat
fight
too!"
that I love," he. tried to shout
h1int"
sion that a mere $1 millioni
legs and remarked, "Irm going to the
As the march rounded Tre- above the speaker,"H ey. 'oe,
94.A 'member of SACC reports would give the $120 million I
men's room; it's difficSult enough that while 'canvasg -lastast
mont and Boylston Streets inm what are you on?"' he was
week, an special labs.
these days with this thing on."
MIT worker caled him a dirty comb
We also speculate that the II dovwntown Boston, dozens of taunted. "You stoned, Joe? Let
91. Overhead at 5:.45 am one
unaist., The SACC:. member replied
morning from a stall in the men's that he was not dirty, whereupon the end date for-the trial of theII people, mostly smiling kids me cop some of that stuff." The
room on the fourth floor of the worker took off after himt with a saw. Pounds recommendations is May I flashing V-for-Peace signs Polish Freedom Fighter led tlie
Student Centeri "I have this sort of
1970 for several reasons. First, it emerged from doors' and' hall- march all the way to Copley
95.Sign inn.the Student Center:
felling that today is going to get "NAC uses GE bullhorns"
gives
MIT a chance to spin theII ways. They hesitated at first,' Square.
This
more sunel as it goes on."
"You don't need balls to
labs off before the MIRV con- then many joined the demonrumor was checked out and found
92. After hearing the "power to false by FAG/SAG.
tracts on, which they depend I stration and took up the chant. fight!" Ivy said, - outside the
the people"
uhant for the 892nd
"I have an announcement to Draft Board office, where the
-9 . VooDoo
rides again?.
come up for renewal. Second,
time, one administrator remarked,- column called "las$ez Faire" A
is one year represents about the i make. Ii case some of you march had ended. Indeed, you
"What happens if the black 'people appearing in the Boston YAF newsminimum time in which one haven't heard yet, six draft- didn't. The women had led the
get some of the red power?"
paper Right Wing Thing ander the
can
tell if conversion 'is possible boards were broken into .last march the whole way and were
93. Thursday afternoon, ProE byline
Of
D.-F.
Noan,
An old
VD
at all. Even small proposals for night and ink spilled onto their ready, it seemed, to take on all
Elias Gyftopoulos and Assistant to stalwart
the Piesident Constantine Simonides
research take five to seven records and files. It was one of mankind in their battle against
97.INS
reports
"PIG" ha
were canying on a conve!fation in been added to the listthat
months of processing before the largest actions of its type male chauvinism.. "Off Playosf such threeGreek outside the President's office letter words as SSEX," "BVD-" and
they are accepted. Really large ever." A great cheer went up. boy!" interjected some marchers
during the sit<n, much to the con- "GOD" which are banned from C - - grants must be worked into Fed- People joined in applause, and a as the group passed by that
sternation of nearby NAC member-, fornia license Plate& "HOG" is perspecial "Right -orl!" was reserved crowning symbol of male domin(Pleaseturn to page 1O)
who were convinced that some sort mitted, however.
for the "Boston 8" who had ation, with its white-washed
done Joseph Mrot-Mloz was building side, and the large black
bunny, smiling insidiously in the
middle.
"6-5-4-3, Organize to smash
G.E." "Off IBM." "24-6-8, Organize and smash the State."
"Ho Ho Ho Chi Minh, the NLF
is going to win." The marchers
had an unending repertoire of
chants and slogais to maintain
their spirits. Their ranks swelled
to nearly a thousand as they
(Please turn to page I Q)
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Jefferson
Airplane
By Gary Bjerke
The Jefferson Airplane concert at Boston's Music Hall last
Wednesday was a bit more than
surprising, and, in more than one
way. Raven-haired Grace Slick
is perhaps infamous for her
well-sharpened ability to smash
audience rapport, and Rt was not
without a little gleeful expectation that the audience watched
the curtains part. They had just
been treated to an exceedingly
distasteful interlude of a genre
of music that Jimi Hendrix
claimed --we would never hear
again. Long hair and peace 'sa:
lutes do not render poorly
played vintage Beachboys any
more tasteful than the original
recordings.
With What might be termed a
satisfying flair for the dramatic,
the houselights dimmed and
Glenn McKay's Headlights began
their hypnotic ballet of forms.
The Airplane, bathed at all times
in a pool of sultry color and
looking something like a band of
Anglo-Saxon warriors cavorting
among the amplifiers, raged into
their first set.
Despite the tempo of many
of their opening numbers, mostly from their new album, the
group began slowly. Neither the
audience nor the entertainers
were very much into the music,

the audience possibly because
they needed time to adjust to
McKay's striking light show, and
the Airplane possibly because of
the cynicism they are famous
for. In any case, all friction
between audience and group
very quickly dissolved, and the
receptive attitude of the crowd
created the link which the Airplane obviously need to hit it off
well with their listeners. After
some obscure remark of Slick's
about mainlining peanut butter
(see inside of the Volunteers
albim) which was received with-

LSC
FRIDAY
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I
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The Illustrated Man. A tour de
force by actor Rod Steiger, who
holds together what are essentially three seperate stories.
Their plots are rather complicated, but he makes them worth
figuring out.
SATURDAY
The Fixer. When a poor Jewish
handyman in 1911 Russia is
accused of "ritual murder," his
fate and his growth become
symbolic of not only the Jewish
people, but of oppressed and
persecuted people of all kinds
and all times. John Frankenheimer directed this painful'and
profound adaptation of the Pulitzer Prize winning novel by Bernard Malamud.
I SUNDAY
Knife in the Water. Adultery
and murder on a small yacht
offshore is the frame for this
somber and moody character
study by Roman Polanski. In
Polish, with English titles.
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theater:

concert:

I

recordings: Fathers and Sons, The Sons
concerts: Jefferson Airplane, Kalb's Blues Project 11
films: "Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice," "The Christmas Tree"
theater: "In the Matter of J. Robert Oppenheimer," "Postmark: Stalingrad"

out hostility, she interjected the
following: "It must be your
Eastern upbringing. In California
they'd be vomiting in the aisles
by now."
None of the selections played
were styled in their original
form. There is no wah-wah pedal on the After Bathing At
Bax ters album, a fact which adds
to the directness of many of the
selections on that album. It appears that Kraukonen has reworked these to accomodate the
wah-wah, which this reviewer
felt washed the forcefulness out
of most of the songs so modified. Grace's voice.seems to
thrive on change, though, and
many splendid new vocal arrangements were aired Wednesday night. Only "Martha" suffered in the vocal rearrangement,
and this was perhaps because its
-

(Please turn to page 6}

of

the

Robert Oppenheimer
By Norman Kohn
Heinar Kipphardt's play In
On June 29, 1954, the the Matter of J. Robert OppenAtomic Energy Commission of- heimer is an adaptation to the
ficially declared that "...con- theater of the 1954 hearing held
cern for the defense and security to advise the Commission on the
of the United States requires renewal of Oppenheimer's securthat Dr. Oppenheimer's clear- ity clearance. Kipphardt has
ance should not be reinstated. done an extraordinary job of
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer is stripping away the irrelevant cirhereby denied access to re- cumstances of the event without
stricted data." There were three seriously distorting the issues
categories of charges against Dr. present. In drawing from the
Oppenheimer: that many of his facts and testimony in the case,
friends were Communists and he the author has exercised discrehimself had many radical associ- tion and restraint; he has inations; that he had lied to secur- serted very little material not in
ity officials concerning the the transcript of the hearing, and
"Chevalier Incident;" and that he has employed slight changes
he had opposed or hindered de- in the circumstances of the testivelopment of the hydrogen mony very effectively. Most imbomb. The man who had spear- portantly, the charges against
headed the drive to develop the Oppenheimer and the spectrum
atomic bomb, the leading figure of controversial opinion have
in American physics, was been preserved intact.
charged with being a threat to
Accurately capturing the isthe security of this country.
sues of the 1954 proceedings is

film:

Bob & Carol & Ted &.

o

By Emanuel Goldman
their friends. Their conversation
is trivial and full of gossip, and
they readily judge others., Cautiously, and with rembarrassment, they respond to Bob and
Carol's expressions of love.
But when Carol decides to
share with them the secret of
Bob's escapade, problems commence. Alice responds violently
to Bob's infidelity. While Ted is
disturbed that Bob told Carol
about it, Alice is disturbed that
he did it in the first place. In a
comic but overlong bedroom
scene, Alice is revealed to be a
prudish woman, and Ted, a
deeply frustrated man. Soon,
Alice visits a psychiatrist, and
Ted, with much trepidation, has
his first affair.
Where else can-it wind up,
but in bed with all four of them?
However, Alice's conversion is
not quite believable, unless one
can see it as an expression of
sexual hostility.
Unfortunately, the ending is
ambiguous (subtle?) and people
will tend to read into it what
they want. After deciding they
should have an orgy, the four
have barely begun when all of
"loving and open" person? it them realize that they cannot go
would.be against the credo to through with it. Is it a cop-out
deny a feeling of desire for or a moral statement?
There are hints to what the
another, but where does that
leave one's spouse? After a trip film wanted to say. Even after
to San Francisco, Bob feels com- all the expressions of love that
pelled to tell his wife that he'd have been made between the
had an affair. The accomodation four during the course of the
they make is that it's okay as film, the willingness to have an
long as it's just for sex, and not orgy is based upon their consilove.
dering it a strictly physical actiWhen Bob returns from his vity. Of course, this is absurd,
next trip to find Carol indulging, and it is probably what they
he is comforted only by her realize when they stop. It takes
assurance that it is purely physi- such an extreme before Bob and
cal. Thus, faced with the dilem- Carol can understand that they
ma of how to be true to feelings have been making an artificial
that may pose a threat to their and incorrect seperation of love
relationship, they minimize the and sex, emotion and action. As
emotional significance of their the two couples leave the bedroom and walk through a crowd,
actions.
In the meantime, Ted and they are accompanied by a song
Alice are undergoing a consider- that says "what it takes, is love,"
able change. At the outset, they and they- react to people in the
are at an opposite pole from crowd with friendliness. Though
(syndicted byCambridge Phoenix)

In the spirit of the classic
Mike Nichols-Elaine May routines, writers Larry Tucker and
Paul Mazursky have created a
near /masterpiece on the morals
and problems of the contemporary leisure class. Bob & Carol &
Ted & Alice, at the Cheri II
Theatre, presents the difficulties
of communicating in the modern
world, and of reconciling sex
with love.
At a T-group, a young married couple, Bob and Carol
(Robert Culp and Natalie Wood)
discover that they are not always
in touch with each other. After
constant prodding by the group
leader, who urges everyone to
express exactly how they're feelifig, Bob and Carol return to the
real world with the intention of
being loving and open people.
Unfortunately, the real world is
not receptive. The headwaiter at
a restaurant is baffled when
Carol tells him he is a good man,
and kisses his hand. Even their
closest friends, Ted and Alice
(Eliot Gould and Dyan Cannon)
are skeptical.
Does fidelity have a place in a

J.

nothing is resolved, a-new awareness has been achieved. It wasn't
the fact that they were having an
orgy that was wrong; it was that
they were having an orgy for the
wrong reasons.
Though all the leads are engaging, Eliot Gould virtually steals
the show with his performance
as Ted. A sharp hone to the
humor, and a deep understanding of real problems, distinguish
this very fine film.

Fathers & Sons
Here come de blues! In
Fathersand Sons (Chess) we are
presented with the blues jam to
end-all blues jams. And, amazingly enough, it works.

Much has been made of the
new breed of young white bluesmen and the revival of the form.
What Chess has done here is to
take some of the best of both
the traditional black blues artists
and the young white ones.
Muddy Waters, who is almost a
legend, plays guitar and sings all
songs on the album. His guitar is
joined by Mike Bloomfield, formerly of the Butterfield Blues
Band and the Electric Flag as
well as the Super Session alburns. Otis Spann, an old master
of the blues piano, adds his
talents, as does Paul Butterfield,
founder of the Butterfield Blues
Band which led the blues revival,
on harmonica. The rhythm section is "Duck" Dunn, bassist of

only half of Kipphardt's task as
a playwright. The rest, shared by
the actors and the director, is
distilling the feelings and emotions behind the words. In its
production at the Colonial Theatre (through November 22), the
Repertory Theatre of Lincoln
Center presents a credible version of the play. The Repertory
Theatre's production lacks a dimension, however: the charges
against Oppenheimer are minimized and the real issues avoided.
One might imagine an analagous
play ten years from now in
which the 1969 Spock trial is
presented: although it might be
historically accurate to avoid
raising the problems of military
conscription, personal conscience, and political conspiracy,
the play would probably end up
a farce.
Dr. Oppenheimer is reported
to have commented of Kipphardt's play: "The whole damn
thing was a farce, and these
people are trying to make a
tragedy of it." There is no lack
of tragic aspects in the general
subject matter of the play, however. The issues of the hearing
and the play are strikingly relevant to life today-especially at
MIT. D)oes one reward a man for
years of leadership and inspiration by declaring him unfit instead of waiting for his contract
to expire? When do a man's
personal beliefs or the politics of
his friends make him a security
risk? What steps are justifiable in
the name of security? What
about the counterbalancing risk,
emphasized in the 1954 testimony by John McCloy, of not
(Please turn to page 6)

. wf

Booker T. and the M.G.'s, and
Sam Lay, who's been around for
many years.
A session like this will only
work if there is a special rapport
between the performers. Bloomfield, Butterfield, and Dunn
show a tremendous respect for
the old masters and this makes
the set go. Some of today's pop
stars, with their tremendous
egos, would have spoiled the
entire show.
The album is a two record
set. The first was recorded in a
studio in Chicago and is a good
solid outing with few known
tunes. Highlights of the record
include Willie Dixon's "I'm Ready" and Eddie Boyd's "TwentyFour Hours." The set tends to
be a little stiff but there are
several standout qualities. Never
have Bloomfield and Butterfield
played so tastefully, though it is
fairly easy to tell between
Bloomfield's guitar and
(Please turn to page 7)
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Oppenheimer~

(Continued from page 5)
getting the best man's services?
Does a billion-dollar investment
in a weapon giv e the government
the right to use it? When must a
loyal citizen speak out against
the policies of his government?
The Oppenheimer ecase provides
no ready answers, but it makes
an interesting study.
This production makes 9ev-

-7

-an

rity expert. Another major
change is that fictitious witnesses Adams and Lehman replace
David Griggs and Isador Rabi.
There is little material change in
their testimony, but the tone is
different. Adams' credentials as

Robert . Oppenheimer is well
from page 53
worth seeing.' It may not be new (Continued
instrumental setting d detertheater in the street, but it is not mined the vocal structure...a
far off.
malfunctioning public address
system added to the instrumental difficulties.
The performance built a
a witness for the Commission
- -111W
logical
climax in "The.Ballad of
seem weaker than those-of his
You,
Me
and Pooneil", where
counterpart. Lehman, . an MIT
.Kraukonen's guitar style began
physics professor, weakens with
to glitter...the feedback intereral. significant departures from fippant responses the case of
(somewhat extemporthe author's tent. While Kipp the "defense."
.The Repertory Theatre of lude
aneous)
was extremely well conhardt draws -his characters enThe performances
are gener- Lincoln Center has annraounced trolled. As McKay's Headlights
tirely from the 1954 hearing, the ally very good. Walter Abel-as that the sale-of student "rush
Repertory Company - has re- former Los Alamos security tickets," long a policy for their played hingenious color games on
placed the counsel for the Com- chief Johb Lansdale is furse-rate. New York performnes, is the screen behind the amplifiers,
'mission and for Oppenheimer Even after omitting the closing- being instituted for the Boston and the audience began to make
with fictitious characters, ap- summations, several sacrifices run of In the Matter of J. Robert standing ovations a habitual
practice, the Airplane began
parently to allow changing the- were necessary in order to tele- Oppenheimer.
tone of the questioning-one of scope the play into a single
Half an hour before curtain fring all engines. The result
the attorneys for the Commis- evening. The substance is there, time, college undergraduates went beyond simple enjoyment;
sion in this production is a secu- however,, In the Matter of J. with identification may purchase the performance left us with a
unsold tickets for only $2. This distinct, feeling of drama.
The Airplane received a series
applies to ad performances, and
PARTHENON RESTAURANT
to all seats, whatever their ovpI.
0
nal price.
A UTHENTIC GREEK:CUISINE
In the Matter of J. Robert music:
EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES
Oppenheimer wll be at the
ALL KINDS OF LIQUOR
Colonial Theatre through NoUNIQUE HELLENIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
vember 22. Performnances we
THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON
Mondays through Saturdays at
OPEN EVERY DAY
By Waliam Pointon
8:30, Wednesdays and Saturdays
-' 11 a.m. to p.m.
An outstanding rendition of
Extremely Moderate Prices
at 2.
For Reservations Call 491-9'S592
Tim Hardin's "Goodbye New
I
aL-se----sp-·----s--York City" crowned the per924 M-uss. Ave.
(BETWEEN HARVARD AND
formance of Danny Kalb's new
CENTRAL SQUARES)
group, The Blues Project II, at
-I
-----= ---_
_
_
I
I
the Catacombs last Saturday.

$2 TICKETS

of standinig ovations and finished
with a lengthy encore to their
first performance. When one
stops to take stock of the fact
that the Airplane are notorious
for aching the -backs of an
audience as if they were a collection'of alley cats, one begins to
understand what the significance
of the Wednesday night performance was. Perhaps the group
has gotten -mellower in their
later, refineed period-either way,
one member of the group was
heard to comment, "If you want
a real gassy trip, take a lot of
drugs and rent a boat." It would
seem at least minimally possible
that Grace and the group have
leamrned to warm to the audiene,
which for any entertainment enterprise is a thing better learned
late ihan never,

Catacombs: Kalb

-s

The group is moving in a direc-

tion not dissimilar to that of the
origional Project, doing straight
blues as well as an experimental
line.

The show opened with C. W.,
a folksinger-composer who took
advantage of the small club atmosphere and worked heavily on
audience participation. Most of
his material was his own, including an exceptionally good piece
called "Whiskey Rebellion." He
was backed on electric bass by
Mikel Richards.
The Project came on in their
flast set with solid blues in
"Black Night" and Muddy
Waters' "Just Can't Be Satisfied"
with Kalb's guitar and Gary
Campbell's electric sax sharing
leads. Their rock-blues line came

I

THE ROSE
CABARET

State of the art is where we start...
you, take it from there.

THE.ART OF THE
SPANISH GUITAR

with
Chuck Howard
Bob Foreman
Lou Arnold
and variousguestperformers
CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT
IFROM 8-1

Because systems are our only product, futures are our stock-in-trade. The jobs
we like are not cut-and-dried problems with textbook solutions within easy reach,
but jobs with a tough creative challenge. And they're coming to us in increasing
numbers... long-pull civilian. and military contractsfor the design, development
and integration of complex systems. Like the Navy's Poseidon, the Coast Guard's
National Data Buoy System, automated traffic controls for major cities, to name

Sandwiches
k and Salad Plates
IWll be served

only a few.,

If you share our love of challenge, you think our way, and you're quick to
put good ideas into action ... which means that right about now you should be
heading for your placement office to sign up for an on-campus interview.

out in "Caress Me Baby" which
featured a strong solo by bassman Pete Warren. Warren plays
through a wah-wah and fuzz and

uses both for maximum effect
without overdoing it. Leon Rix
was on drums and did an excellent job of filling in for regular
drummer Stan Guage who is in
the hospital.
The group finished the set
with the Hardirn number, in
which they each took a turn at
the lead and Rix did an
astounding two minute drum
solo.
C. W. and Richards did another set before the Project
came back to finish the night.
After some very heavy electric
blues Kalb got out his battered
and well used accoustic guitar
and did a solo of "Samson and
Delila" with Rix filling in on
drums. They ended by doing
Waters' "Just Can't Be Satisfied"
again and really got it together
better than anything previously.
It's good to see Kalb back
again after a few years of relative
inactivity. Except for an album
of accoustical guitar work that
never went anywhere and two
unsuccessful groups, this is the
fn't we've seen and heard of
Kalb since the breakup of the
original Project, and it looks
like this might have some well
deserved success.
-g--l
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8 to 5:30
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KENDALL BARBER SHOP

S 1.S50 cover

KENDALL BUILDING
238 MAIN ST
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAy

charge

130-134 Iincoln Street
Boston 338-7081
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BACHelors & BACHeladies
I

a-Saturday
night date?
a.
a

SYSTEMi ANALYSIS and DESIGN ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMERS
FIELD ENGINEERS
PUBLICATIONS ENGINEERS and EDITORS

I
t

B.S., M.S., Ph.D., or E.E. in Engineering, Science, Math, Physics, or Computer Technology

I

Become a part of a professional staff that regards continuing education as the
essence of success. You'll have access to the many graduate schools in our area;
you'll participate in our over fifty in-house graduate-level courses; you'll enjoy
sailing, fishing and swimming on suburban Long Island; and you'll delight in the
exciting entertainment world of nearby Metropolitan New York. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

THE CANTATA SINGERS
John Hatbison, conducting

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
November 18, 1969

J. S. BACH: -BWV 127,17,161
Saturday, November 15 8:30 pm
- Sanders Theatre, Harvard

We're looking forward to meeting you!

-Tickcets on sale in Bldg. 10 and at the door

$3.50 $2.50 $2.00
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TheX

otj
Sons~
(Continued from page 5)
Muddy's. Muddy shows he can
The Sons
sing the blues, too; and Otis can
really play them.
Most of the old blues artists
are performnners as well as musicians. On the second record of
Fathers and Sons, the group
loses the stiffness of the studio
as it faces a live blues-loving
audience at the Super Cosmic
Joy-Scout Festival in Chicago.
As on' the first record, most of
the songs are unknown works by
McKinley Morganfield. The
whole set is loose and free-some
of the best blues ever put on
record. The highlight of the second record is the one "known"
song-Preston Foster and Morganfield's "I Got My Mojo Working"-which features a guest
appearance by drummer Buddy
Miles.
An idea like this can only
work when there is respect for
the form and its roots, and the
respect is there in Fathers and
Sons. Chess has put out many
poor albums recently-witness
the releases of Howlin' Wolf and
Muddy. They are to be congratulated for this fine job. -Jeff Gale

letter

Dear Steve Grant:
You know, Steve, some of
the folks in the Airplane play
instruments. In fact, that's why
"Hey Frederick" is not a twominute ditty. The guitars are
being played during the five minutes at the end of the song (you
know, the part without any vocalists). Maybe sometime if you
don't pick up the needle a few
times you'll hear this'part of the
song. You might even listen a
few times to it and like it. Or
dislike it. But, you see, you
should- react to something besides tunes and lyrics when a
group like the Airplane (with all
those guitarists) puts out an album.
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to Study Abroad
by JOHN A. GARRATY, WALTER ADAMS
and CYRIL J. H. TAYLORComplete, practical, up-to-date. Covers $00 study programs (summer and full-year) open to U.S. students
and teachers in Europe, Latin America, the Near and
.Far East. Authoritative information on expenses, language requirements, academic credits, draft exemptions, housing, etc.
. JMM,..

Workin' on a Groovy ThingMongo Santamaria (Columbia)
Mongo is a flunk-out from
either Perez Prado or Xavier
Cougat. (Know who they are,
you heads?) I just wish he would
massacre some tunes I didn't
know. His versions of "Spinning
Wheel," "Proud Mary," and
"Get Back" must be heard to be
believed. The whole album

I

cExceHent investment... Covers
an enormous number of points
worth considering.'Y
-Saturday Review

leaves a lump in your stomach.

432 pages, ONLY $3.95
At your college store

Odds & Ends-Sandler and
Young (Capitol)
I don't feel qualified to review records by an American
and a Frenchman designed to
appeal to little old ladies with
arthritis.

Harper
1817
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New York, N.Y. 10016
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Soundtrack from Butch Cassidy
and the SundanceKid (A&M)
Burt Bachrach's score is nothing outstanding, but then movie
scoring isn't supposed to interfere with the movie. By that
criterion, I suppose it's a success;
' -Jeff Gale
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The
The New
New

Shorts

but it's obvious the group has its
own unique identity.
There are only-seven cuts on
the album and all are good. The
first two songs, "Love of a
Woman" and "Terry's Tune,"
alternate sections of acoustic
and wind ensemble backing the
excellent vocals. "Boomp
Boomp Chop" is a more.driving
number featuring an extended
sax solo, a jazz-based organ spot,
and even some vibes ala Gary
Burton. "Why Do People Run
From the Rain" is a slow piece
which uses a group vocal mixed
with the brass and reed backup,
underlined by a bellowing baritone sax. The lead guitarist finally gets his chance in the hard"It's

-'

The only book of its kind!

The Sons have not as yet
received a tremendous amount
of hype though rumor has it
they are about to. It's a shame
that groups like this can't be
"discovered" without it but few
deserve the.chance of discovery
more.
-Jeff Gale

elements- from a lot of sources,

rock

__

aa'sR-i·k'

hers

From the cover alone, it's
hard to even tell the name of
this album. Several months ago,
Capitol brought out a double album by a group called The Sons
-of Champlin. This album is entitled The Sons (Capitol) and subtitled: The Sons of Champiin
have changed their name to TIhe
Sons. But it doesn't matter what
they call themselves; they are a
damn good band.
The sound of this album is an
interesting mixture. The Sons
are perhaps the only West Coast
group to extensively use horns.
The first comparison that comes
to mind is Blood, Sweat, and
Tears, but the group's arrangements are not nearly that jazzy
in feel and accent the reeds
much more. Perhaps a- better
comparison would be Tle Electric Flag without Bloomfield's
guitar. But, then- again, the
group uses an acoustic guitar in
their arrangemen'ts. There are

Girl" returns to the soft and
sweet with a smooth vocal
backed by trumpet and vibes.
The last cut, "You Can Fly," is
reminiscent ofthe Electric Flag
in that it's best described as
street music-not very polished
Take it easy, but moving. The piece is a bit
Ambrose Crater '71 too long, thougli.

-
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Filn sceene

A

GCreek premiere

pix under. the current Russian
domination.
Admission is two dollars.

This Sunday at 1:30 pm the
Orson Welles Cinema will present the American premiere of
The Cannon and the Nightingale, a work by the Greekr filmmakinig team of brothes,$acovus arnd George Cambaneis.
The picture deals with the resiliency and survival power of the
Greek people under a variety of
past oppressors and conquerors,
suggesting that the Greeks will
also survive the present repressive regime. It had to be literally smuggled out o f the country,
by an American acquainted
with many anti-government artists.
A recent issue of Variety
called the film a "well-made
and excellently photographed
effort . . . [which] comes off
not unlike those French-made
pix, produced during the German occupation, or the Czech

Kenmore fest
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Savings Bank Life Insurance is Americea's lowest
cost life insurance for all
Ordinary Life, Endowment,
and Renewable Term. That's
one reason why.
For example, under the
SBLI SyearRenewableTerm
Plan, a man of 40 can buy
$25,000 in Savings Bank
Life Insurance for less than
$100 a year* (at age 25, the
cost is less thn $75 a
year*). This makes it possible to provide extra protection -- at lowest cost
at a time when families need
it most. In addition, an
SBLI 5 year term policy is
automatically renewable and
convertible to any one of
several permanent policies
up to age 65, without additional medical examination.
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Helpl
The Tech is looking for someone skilled in graphic arts
to help design this section and lay it out every Sunday.
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This assures continuity of
protection, no matter what
health condition might develop.
, Another reason why is
that although Massachusetts

er of the bank to receive
this service.
*Average net annual payment for 5
years, based on i 969 Savings Bank
Life Insurance dividend scale.

Savings Bank Life Ilsurance

is available only to people
who live or work in Massachusetts, you can keep any
amount you own at the same
low premiums even. if you
should leave the state.

To learn more about the
many kinds of SAVINGS
BANK LIFE INSURANCE,
visit our bank and ask for
a free copfy of the informative SBLI FACTS booklet.
While you're there, we'll be
pleased to answer any questions you may have about
SBLI. And you don't have
to be a depositor or custom-

S.B.LLi. IS 4TH IN THE
AMOUNT OF ORDINARY
LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE
IN MASSACHUSEToS OF
APPROXIMATELY 140 LiFE
INSURANCE COMPANIES
LICENSED IN THE STATE.

SAVINGS BANK

RE
INSURAN

Only your.Mutual Savings Bank offers you Savings Accounts. Mortgage Loans,.and Savinps Bank Life Insurance.

If interested, call Robert Fourer at 876-5855 or x2731.

Im

_-

in the portflio of every
cmporary
e nsurance
porary man
mnan anc
wvoman.-

The Second annual Kenmore
Independent Film Festival will
take place ,at Cinema Kenmore
Square this Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, celebrating the second anniversary of the Kenmore's weekend experimental
film series.
The Friday program will feature eight speakers, including
Robert Downey, many of
whom will screen recently completed works. Saturday will be
dedicated to Boston filmmakers: Mel Lyman, Stan Venderveek, Fred Camper, and
David Buehler have been invited. Sunday will feature exceptional student films, including
Richard Place's A WOL.
Further information is available by calling the theater.

Alleeq411Cr"sesaP1IIPrPrra·IID
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CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK
LIFE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Right in Central Square, Cambridge, Mass.
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theater:

More startting, it confronts us
not once, 1but anurnber of times
with the vision of man facing
f'malityi, anid asking, how did this
happen? Liike a gentle but persistent hamm er the letters assemble
a lamental ble catalogue of war
and its fiutility. The Pilgrims
Company's ; production is a quiet
but powerfful anti-war voice in a
day when anti-war slogans and
marchers are threatening to
make th Lemselves worthless
through tlheir own deafening,
warlike thuunder. As one soldier
writes, in I1932 the ballot would
have done 1the trick; now it takes
your life. AAnother asks: "Where
is God? I c;an't find him."
Is there a hard to see connection here tlhat spells itself out in
some very overworked and hohum senter ices? Like, why don't
we look f,or God in the good
timnes, befo)re it's too late? Why
won't man make his destiny his
own, not s;ubject to the will of
-

'

-- =

:1

I

Open 8:00 to 5:30

354-6165

-

Tech Coop Optical

COTEETTO di VITELLO
PARMIGIANO-con SAIA
POMMODORO.
O CIELO!
QUE BUONO PRANZO E
CON UNO PREZZO

n

1

away, and give the enemy leukemia? The film fails to come to
grips with the real issue, which is
the fact that nuclear weapons
exist altogether. It's as if it were
made with an eye on the hawks,' v
so as not to offend them.
The fact that the characters
are rich is not in itself a weakness in the film; rather, the way
that their wealth is used is the
problem. Money and possessions.
become a preoccupation that
prevents and Obscures the exploration of human values and
the purpose of life.
Even so, the situation is so
tragic that The Christmas Tree'
may we1l inspire tears, if not
thought.

Namely, our
Veal Cutlet Parmesan
with Tomato Sauce.

e

A great dinner, still
only $3.65 with
translation included,

D

There's more to
Valle's than just

terrific steaks and
great lobster.

E

VALLE'S, mia bella!

rYAI[E

can be habit forming
SAUGUS - Rte. 1
BRAINTREE- Rte. 3

NEWTON- Rte.s9
ANDOVER- Int 93
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Sunday, November
.231969
Boston Music Hall
Two shows,
6:15 PE.. & 9:30 P.M.
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Ticket Locations

cc

X
X

Tyson Ticket Agency; 226

Tremont Street. Hub Ticket

TR 6-4226 ost,

Ja

Aqency; I10 Stuart Street. Out of

Town Ticket Agency; Harwrd
Square, Cambridge. Music Hall
Theater Box Office; 268 Tremont

B
_ Today througn Saturday!
u Bergman's' SHAME
o Sunday through Tuesday!
s
Thomas Mann's FELIX KRULL
, All show times: 5:30-7:30-9-30
Wknd. Mats. 3:30
"

E
r

r

Street. For Mail Order Tickets

write:

.r

Philia Productions, Inc.
P.O. Box2332
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i JULES AND JIM
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The roar of a plane passing

overhead often occurs during the
film. But a statement about modern technology and weaponry
is never made. The father only
asks: "How can they allow
planes to carry nuclear bombs in
peacetime?" In peacetime! In
wartime, is it okay? Bombs

·

i
i

others? If every man were to
Serving Techmen for over 35 years ilook out for the welfare of all
I
·I
,I-II
-hII
_I__
----g
__ __
C
-lII
others as though it were his own,
2
the world woul be at peace.
II
The Pilgrims Company production is simple but effective.
Actors Edward Femnninger, Johin*
Kern, and Charles Schormann
appear in black against the pro'NEXT TO SPECIAL ORDER BOOKS'iN THE BOOK DEPARTMEgT
jected image of the Stalingrad'
Sunglasses, tailormade t your prescription in the fintsi of
Bausch and Lomb and Amerian optical Beases
Postmark, flanked by two large
Quality and Service ib Our Byword-Patronyge Refund
posters of combat men. The
Opthalmolagists prescriptions are filed promptly-saccurately.
staging, by Robert Gunther, con- Excellent selection of frames for Men, Womcn, Children.
Office Hours: Monday-Friay, 8:50 to 5:00-- Lunch 2-3 (Cloed)
sisting of different levels from
Saturday, 9:20 to 1:'
which the actors read, gives flow
Phone'49 14230, Ext. 50 or from MIT dial 8950
and variation.
THE lTECHXN CO
It is all very simple and unIn the MIT Student Center
pretentious, thereby enhancing 84 Mlasachusetts Avenue
-1
the thrust of the contents of the Cambrfge. Mass. 02139
letters-if one is willing to listen.
,Arthur Rosenbaum
, Optician
I
L~~
~
~
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Christnna Tree

[

I

545 Tech Square I
(opposite garage
behind East Campus) I

i

I
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"fOr that well-groomed look"

film:
By Emanuel Goldman
Somewhere inside The Christmas Tree, a good film is trying
to come out. The basic plot has
the potential of dealing with the
meaning of life and of death,
and of the immorality of nuclear weapons. Regrettably, none
of that potential is realized.
When a plane carrying a nuclear bomb crashes, a rich
youngster who was at the scene
is stricken with leukemia, with
six months to live. His father
and father's fiancee decide to try
to give the boy the best six
months possible.
But what does that consist
of?. What-else, but a chateau in
the French countryside, a full
size tractor for a toy, and a pair
of wolves as companions. The
father is suitably loving, the boy
completely charming, and the
effect totally saccharine.
During the six months, the
boy receives a series of material
objects, culminating in a horde
of Christmas presents; but there
is no development of the boy's
personality or of his relationship
to his father. Though the boy
knows of his fate, he never
behaves as though he did.

'

Larry's BarberShop

Pilgrims Company
By David J. Mauriello
The futility of war; the courage. of men.
Tlese are the last statements
made by writer Robert Gunther
in his Postmark. Stalingrad,
which is being premiered by the
Pilgrims Company through November 23 at the Old South
Church in Copley Square.
Historically Stalingrad marks
the apocalyptic end of Hitler's
famed Sixth Army. Ordered
deep into enemy territory. to
boost Hitler's own prestige, encircled by Russian troops and
then abandoned by the Nazi
high command, the Army slowly
bled to death. Postmark: Stalingrad is a dramatic reading of the
soldiers' last letters' -to their
loved ones, letters that were
never delivered and are now
anonymous.
The presentation contains all
the dignity that man is heir
to-the poignancy, quiet heroism, and bravery of silent spirits.

.

Today throughTuesdayl
THREE PENNY OPERA
o.00-8:00-10:00 Sat.
Sun. Mat. 4:00

Boston. Mass. 02107
Please enclose stamped self-

e_

addressed envelope with

certified check or money order
made payable to Phtlia
Productons, Inc.
Ticket Ptices: Orchestra, Loge &

Front Balcony $6.10

ac~
3~Today through Tuesday'
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THREE
SISTERS
(lst run)
a_
5:45 7:45-9:45 Sat. -

Mddle Balcony $5.00
Rear Balcony $4.00
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for a free reprint of this ad (suitable for framing)
without advertising'
write: Budc Man Label, 721 Pestalozzi Street St. Louis, Mo. 63118
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t reasons Radicals

SecretariesAnds~ ~P~~·yb;Ew~i
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{Continuedfrom page 1)
ters for employees' children, and
the feeling of isolation of many
women working at MT--Should
grievances of common interest:
be vealed; the group -wi.tryto
alleviate the -unfavorable -conditions.

s

s c1quat

the rest. of the MIT community.
Thegroup feels. that employees
should have a holiday also. Their
reasons for asking the day 'off
with pay are: 1) many workers
wish to go away for the 4day
-weekend -o visit their families,
2) many are mothers whose
children will be home from
school, 3) many employees will
have little to do because the
academic portion of the institute -will. be closed, 4).. many
gpeople are going.to take the day

The' group is currently invest
tigating the possibility of having
the Friday after Thanksgiving
declared ahifiday for MIT staff.
At present it is an, academic
holiday, but 'not a. holiday
for- -----r--l
, - ,- --

--

PETTION"

....

IIr agree that the Fridayafter Thianksging' should be an Institute

hoiday as well as an academic holiday.
Namg
Position at MIT
(Student, faculty, employee, etc.)
Comments
I
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Mail to E53-410.
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(Continuedfrom page 4]
that, especially not after the
absorption of many- not-soradicals from MIT and the incursion of SACC. Indeed, at the
I-Labs a resolve to stand fast
when the cops- came broke down
when the police showed up-a
fearsome sight-mostly, one
would suspect, because of sheer
-fright. After all, they weren't
really prepared for the cops; no
'one was wearing a helmet, and
no one was armed. -As for the
Weathermen, it is to their credit
that despite constant attempts
to move the NAC to take the
offensive on the streets, they
never broke discipline (as many
feared they would).
Tactical -disputes- resolved
around many questions, some of
expediency and others of morality. Many, imes an incredible
naivete was displayed in these
discussions. Especially confusing
was the obsession with "the
working class" which many NAC
people seem to believe it is vital
to wn over and that it is among
this class that the revolution
must be made. This belief is hard
I

IL

-_

L

U

I

I

b

to explain in light of the way the:
American economy is set up;
production workers are distinctly a minority, and white
collar jobs are on the rise.. Further; it is from the middle class
that most of-the-revolutionaries
themselves come; does it not
then seem logical that it is from,
the middle class. they should
?
seek future converts
Fight the cops? With what?
Would it look-bad to do so, or
would it encourage others to do
the same? Would it attract support from the MIT campus or
repel it? It seems fairly likely
that so-called "threats of violence" did in fact repel or scare
off people; . NAC's predicted
1000 people never materialized.
But then, -had a milder linebeen
taken, NAC would not have considered it a revolutionary action.
Considered in the relutionary context, some of last week's
activities on the part of NAC
were incredibly stupid. For example, secrecy of tactical meetings was sievelike. Not only
could anyone with long hair get
into any one of the supposedly
_
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At Stone & Webster, you'll be part of one of the
largest consulting, engineering and construction
companies in the world . We've pioneered in
nuclear and thermal power, and have led the
way in designing and building for'the petroleum,
petrochemical and chemical industries. These
plants and those we build tomorrow will make
this a better world for millions of people.
So you can expect to participate in big things
in our in-depth Training Program!
You'll work side by side with senior design
engineers -:all top men in their fields - during
your formal-training period (including work at
a project site). While you'll be- getting-a broad

sweep of experience, your assignments will still

be tailored- to your engineering specialty. In
addition, our generous Tuition Assistance Plan
lets you make the most of the unlimited educational opportunities in the Boston area (once
you complete your training, you'll probably be
assigned to our Boston office). Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation, 225 Franklin Street,

Boston, Massachusetts 02107. An Equal Opportunity -Employer.
See your Placement Office for an
appointment with representatives of

: ,"

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation. They'll be on campus Nov. 17.

I

I
interested in construction
a
comprehensive
engineering, we have
training program for you, too.
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'"closed"

meetings; at one meeting a dissident identified himself
as an administration informer.
He was asked to leave and did,
of course, but he was not alone.
Also, the Information Center
was like a semipenrneable membrane with the Administration
on the receiving end. Consider
also that many NAC members,

especially the Weathermen, severail times proposed acts of
violence, sabotage and acts that
can be legally defined as treasonable-this over the Student Center PA system. NAC may not
have been aware of it, but this
PA system has connections to
Kresge and WTBS, and those are
only connections we know of.
The meetings could have been
recorded from any number of
locations. Granted,

that sounds

paranoid, but "the first duty of
a revolutionary is to stay out of
jail' and surely the Feds were
there. Why all this illegal activity
in the open, then? Two reasons:
one, truly closed meetings would
have meant restricting the action
to really hard-core, precluding
much support; second, the
Movement is at least nominally
democratic and it would be hard
to retain tlhis image without
open discussion of plans.
The result of this "public
insurrection planning" was that
the MIT administration must
have known NAC's plans almost
as soon as NAC, giving them
plenty of time to plot strategies.
And they managed to roll with
the punches and did not overreact at all, preventing any possibility of a Harvard-style strike,
and depriving. NAC of any
chance to prove that they were
"fascist pigs."
As for the morality of the
thing, by the end of the week
even NAC members were wondering whether ends could justify the means. At the Thursday
night meeting to plan Friday's
tactics many people spoke out
against what they felt was a
"lack of humaneness" and
against a certain taste for violence some other member had
expressed. One member confessed he was tired of hearing
"Ho, Ho, Ho..." People were
beginning to doubt the validity
of shouting slogans. Personally I
felt this was a good thing; that
more self-sriticism was needed.
Not only I questioned whether
"a world in which it is possible
to love" (Abbie Hoffman) could
be made by people who allowed
themselves too often the luxure
of hate, and of depersonalization
of the opposition.
What happened to the violence? Why weren't there fights
between radicals and rightwingers; between picketers and
workers, demonstrators and
cops? Mostly because 'people
"chickened out," didn't want to
fight.
Part of the responsibility for
keeping things cool (and nonmilitant, in the eyes of NAC
leaders) belongs to SACC. The
problem for NAC was that without SACC's cooperation the
number. involved in the demonstrations would have been significantly smaller; but SACC's
presence almost certainly prevented a Tuesday takeover of
the Administration offices.
Some NAC leaders have privately expressed their irritation
with SACC over this.
Finally, one must examine
the people involved. Some are
good people with good intentions, no doubt; others would
not be considered so principled
by many people. That NAC exhibited excesses and childish behavior cannot be denied, but
that it also attacked great causes
for outrage is probably true also.
Its effects shall have to be
weighed in the coming weeks
and months.
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Saturday's march: curses .
and blessing s -'Right on'
(Continuedfrom page 4!
arrired in Copley Square, to hear
an array of speakers including
Jerry Rubin of the Conspftacy 8,
who had just flown in from
Chicago.
Undercover police moved
slowly through the crowd,
noting names- and faces, and
snapping revealing photographs:
when possible. "Get down
Mike," one of the girls said to a
well-known marcher, ias an
Establishment photographer approached.
"I have an announcement to
make," the big guy on top of the
familiar green loudspeaker truck,
was saying. "When this rally is
over. please stick together and
go back home in groups. There
are pigs all over this place and
they'd just love to jump some of
us, if they could get a hold of
us alone, dig?" "Right on!"
All along the parade route,
passers-by looked at the
marchers who looked at the passers-by, each thinking they were
looking at a freak. show. "Fuck
--- - set
LIyou,-Pyou traitors," a- heavy

cabby said as he sped by. "They
are moving in an orderly manner," blared-the walkie-talkie the
policeman was carrying. "Don't
you see you turn off so many
people with that Viet Cong
flag,' a young girl, obviously
sympathetic pleaded with a
march leader, as the group
moved out from Government
Center.
Jerry---Rubin was the last to
speak. A ribbon around his head
kept the long hair from spilling
down over his face. "You know
what one of the first things they
do to you when they arrest you
is?" he was saying, "They give
you a haircut." He nipped the
wig from his head, and there the
thin, wiry man stood, with a
haircut more befitting a football
player than a Yippie.
"Damned Red Jew!" Joe
screamed. "Cool it, Joe," the
marchers answered as Rubin fintshed his speech. The rally over,
the marchers contented, they
left, humming "Power to the
People." "God Bless America,"
came the reply.
--.
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(Continuedfrom page 4)
eral agency budget requests at
least a year in advance.
By this second theory;, the
Ford grant was to be a gift of
seed money which would have
been spent primarily in writing
proposals for research, and
lobbying for their acceptance in
Washington. Once the prospect
of continued work was in sight
(even if only around S10 to 20
million), the people engaged on
tie projects would themselves
begin proposing new work based
on the investigations that were
already being funded, and the
project mix would change with
time (say 5 years) away from
Defense work. This theory says
that, during the first year, President Johnson hopes to start up
a positive feedback process in
non-DOD research, and hopes to
see such growth start by May.
But May is a long time for
radicals, and the five years which
such a program may well take is
too damned long for many
People. Already you hear talk,
I

.

needed. Nor can we expect the
managers in the administration
to suddenly declare or produce a
set of values which will miraculously change the situation-but
it does-take strong pressure to
force substantive change.The thing for all crisis inanagers to consider, and allUstudents, all faculty, everyone is.
what they want to happen. February Actions can bring
change-it can hardly be helped.
The issue is not now whether or
not to change but who shall do
the changing.

only half in jest, of FebruaryActions, taking place in a nation
which has three-more months of
Nixon's war. at a universitywhose policies will seem no far-,
thier along then than now.
Something has got to move if
this- institution is.not-tO lose the:
freedom it has just worked so
hard to protect. It may well be
that moving by management,
and change by committee will
not work; not because they do
not influence the institution but
because they do not work
quickly enough to cause
affective change when it is
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Venture:

PRaify wnater
with the fiber
that made
me wlhistlu +
Nylon. Reverse osmosis.
A fiber that started making girls' legs more beautiful some 30 years ago.
And a process that's-been around a lot longer.
But when Du Pont scientists and engineers look
in a new way, they combine into an idea that
them
at
can change the world.
Reverse osmosis is a purification process'that
requires no phase change. It's potentially the cheapest way to desalinate water,
D[u Pont's innovation ? Hollow, semipermeable nylon fibers much finer than human hair. Symmetrical,
with an outer diameter of .002 inch and a wall thickness of .0005 inch, with an accuracy of manufacture
maintained at close to 1007o. Twenty-five to 30 million
of them encased in a precisely engineered unit 14
inches in diameter by 7 -feet long.
The result: a semipermeable surface area of about
85,000 square feet-the size of a 2-acre lot-and up
to 10,000 gallons of desalted water per day.
So far "Permasep"® permeators have been used
experimentally to purify brackish and polluted water,
and in various industrial separations. But the potentiai to desalt seawater, too, is there.
So Du Pont scientists and engineers are even now
working toward improved fibers, units and plant
designs that should make it possible to get fresh
water from salt at a price that any town or nation
can afford.
Innovation--applying the known'to discover the
unknown, inventing new materials and putting them
to work, using research and engineering to create
the ideas and products of the future-this is the
venture Du Pont people are now engaged in.
For a variety of career opportunities, and a chance
to advance through many fields, talk to your Du Pont
Recruiter. Or send us the coupon.
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Du Pont Company, Room 7890, Wilmington, DE 19898
Please send me thebooklets checked below.
O Chemical Engineers at Du Pont
D Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont
E Engineers at Du Pont
Accounting, Data Systems, Marketing, Production
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Conversion conference near Harriers

i
I

Destruction of the Environment.
The basic premise of the conference is that much of the
political, social, and economic
activity of American society is
wasteful or destructive and does
not satisfy the needs of its
members. The conference will
attempt to address this issue by
examiinig possible changes in
both -the awareness of individuals and the struciures of their
political, social, and economic
institutions. The relationshipsof
sored conferences in Washington the system and many of its
on the Military Budget, on problem areas such as agriculNational Priorities, and on the ture, health care, urban planning, pollution, and education
will be addressed.
RIelax andDivert
The conference will attempt
to air a wide range of viewpoints. Among those who will
participate are John Gurley,
590 Commonwealth Ave.
Professor and Head of the
(Opposite S. U. Towers)
Department of Economics at
Stanford; Richard Barnet, Codirector of the institute for
Policy Studies in Washington;
Fannie Lou Hamer, Co-founder
"Great for a
of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party; Thomas Eagleton,
. Date"

Senator from Missouri; Noam

The Monday meeting of the
Science Action Coordinating
Committee focused on the upcoming National Conference On
Social and Economic Conversion
and on the group's reactions to
the November.Actions of last
week.
SACC is co-sponsoring the
conference, to e held at MIT on
December 3, 4, and 5, with the
Fund for New Priorities in
America-a group of businessmen who have previously spon-

I

Chomsky, Professor of Linguis-

tics at MIT; Seymor Menlman,
conversioauthoritjy and Professor of Industrial Engineering and
Management at Columbia; James
Haughton, director of Fight
Back in New York City; Edith
Green, Congressional
representative from Oregon and
a member of the House Com-

mnittee on Education; Andre
Corz, French economist; and
William Birenbaum, president of

Staten Island Community
College. Others who may appear
include Ernst Mandel, Belgian
Marxist economist; and Carl
Oglesby.
The schedule of the conference is designed to give airing of
as many views as possible. The
evening of December 3 will be
spent on keynote addresses. The
following day will present discussions on the conversion of
industry-both affluent and
depleted sectors. The evening
will feature some 30 seminars on
specific conversion topics. The
following day will close the conference, with panel discussions
about conversions about conmersion and higher education.
The group addresses itself to
the reactions to the November
Actions. One of the more predominantly expressed opinions
was that NAC had not addressed the people it was'trying
to convince, but that the militant action was needed to stir the
community. It 'was argued that

CAMPUS CE

Pocket Billiards

NAC proved itself to be more

responsible than many had expected- and that this had shown
itself at the Thursday night
meeting. A general concensus
was that SACC must continue to
press the administration.

finish poorly
in soggy New England's
By Buzz Moylan
Monday's torrential downpour transformed Franklin Park
into a veritable quagmire for the
running of the fifty-seventh annual New England Intercollegiate Athletic Association
Cross Country Championships.
Art Dulong of Holy Cross managed'to prevail against the elements to repeat as individual
champion. The nationally
ranked harrier posted a time of
24:15, quite excellent under the
circumstances. UConn won the
team title with 46 points.
Twenty-seven colleges from
all over New England entered
one hundred fifty starters. At
the gun the race degenerated
into a free-for-all as the thinclads
scrambled for position. Five
miles later, Rick Goldhor '72
plodded home in 78th place
with a time of 27:23, a full
minute off his season's best.
Bobby Myers '72 proved himself
to be quite a mudder as he
finished second for the Engineers in 88th position. His time
was 27:45. Eric Darling '70 was
the next Techman to cross the
line in 99th. Craig Lewis '72 and
Pat Sullivan '72 rounded out the
scoring. -Chip Kimball finished
out of the running after a tumble on a muddy incline cost him
precious yards and nearly his
life.
Frosh do better
In the frsehman competition,
New England school boy champion Dan Moynihan, running for
Wesleyan, took top honors. For
MIT, Greg Myers outlegged
teammate John Kaufman to
finish in 27th place with a time
of 16:42, his best effort of the
year. Kaufman was 34th at

16:48. Terry Blumer finished in
65th position. Jimmy Foran in
7,9th and Bill DeCampli in 80th
were the other Tech scorers.
The final action of the year
for the harriers will be the
IC4A's on Monday, November 17
in New York. Last year Tech
was a surprise victor but isnot
expected to successfully defend
its title.

RUGGERS TAB TWO
OF THREE MATCES
(Continuedfrom page 12}.
the Hartford fullback to the ball
when the fullback pushed him
illegally. Tech was awarded a
penalty try and Jerry Toman
converted to give Tech an 8-0
half time lead.
The only score of the second
half came when Tommy Jackson'
recovered s short kick in Hartford's end-zone.
The "C" team was hampered
by injuries including one to captain Ron Prinn. The team just
wasn't playing as a unit during
the entire first half and most of
the second while BC was build-.
ing up an 11-0 lead. But during
the final fifteen minutes Tech
began counter attacking vigorously. Their score came when
three Tech defenders converged
on the BC full back as he was
fielding a punt. George Pantoul.
ias tackled him jarring the ball
loose. Bob Charles picked it up
and scored easily. Although
Tech continued to threaten,
time ran out before they could
make the score any closer.
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NASA Mission Control Center

You'll find a future
at Philco-Ford
Your future will be as bold and as bright as your
imagination and ambition make it.

Your future will be as challenging as your assignments ...
and you might work on anything from satellites to
communications systems, to microelectronics, to home
entertainment or appliances. It's your chance to be
as good as you want to be. You will build an
experience bank that will prepare you for many opportunities.
Your future begins by meeting our representatives
when they visit your campus. Or, write to
College Relations, Philco-Ford Corporation,
C &Tioga Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 19134
PHILCO-FORD WILL BE HERE ON Wednesday, November 12
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A GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT
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Jay Zager
Intercollegiate sports at MIT are entering the time of
year between. the fall and winter seasons, with only one
:sailing regatta and one cross country meet left on the
..
... November fall season. This weekend the sailing team travels
to Annapolis to compete for the. War Trophy, and next
Monday the cross country team heads to New York to
compete in the I.C.AAAA's. The fall sports schedule at MIT
i.: consists of those two teams plus soccer, golf, tennis crew
and baseball, with the' latter four teams competing primalast few
the years the athletic
rily as spring sports. During
.,..; department has encouraged spring teams to schedule fall
ij:.:. matches simply because the first few weeks of the term are
usually the most relaxed and most conducive to athletic

Sailors

win

I .Troh

Cornell, Michigan State, fhe day, both crewsseemed to. race. With this race, incidentally,
Milligan finally tied McComb's
Davidson, Stevens, BU, Tufts, relax as they finished 5-6.
lost
somehow
Sunday
seemed
pace-setting score, which at that
Dartmouth, Brown, Coast
time stood at 29 points.'/ Somehard
rains
and
in
torrential
Guard, Harvard, and Rhode Is:. land all sent their varsity sailing morning blasts from the east, how, Steve had more boatspeed
teams to race in Tech Dinghies which' lightened toward noon. -left in him for the final race. He
:::: on the Charles River this past Whatever hope any opposition finished third to take, home the
weekend. They left empty han- had of catching Tech was im- low-point skipper crown for the
:
ded. Not only did captains Dave mediately demolished, as ,weekend. McComb crossed the
McComb and Steve Milligan wirn McComb and Milligan showed finish line for the final time in
:.
the regatta, but half the indi- their worth in the heavy stuff. In fifth place. This left him with 34
vidual races as well. In doing so, the first four races of the day, points-two behind his teanthey demolished all opposition they won every time. Milligan mate.
,
But with 66 points, McComb
and successfully defended the stretched his streak to three
i.::-activity.:::
Irwin H. Schell Trophy, the big- straight, as McComb took a fifth and Milligan had won by a tre... Bill Morrison's soccer team experienced an exciting
mendous 'margin of 54, a lead
gest standard dinghy event in in race ten.
season, a sharp contrast to last year's winless performance. :::: New England during the fall
Thereafter, some of the bugs which will surely make-them one
.,:..:. After winning their opening game the team entered a losing
season. Except for the Pete Nes-. that had hit other teams caught of the favorite; next week when
::' streak that finally came to a halt in Greater Boston League
beda-Dana Petengill triumph in up -to the MIT pair. They fmin- they joumey to Navy, the last
play. A thrilling 2-1 GBL victory over Boston Coliege set
the MIT Open October 19, Bos- ished 6-4 in the next-to-last event of the fall sailing season.
the stage for the season's "crucial" match against Tufts, '
ton has not seen such dominance
whereby a win would give the Engineer Booters a tie for the
of a sailing even by one team in
league leadership. But it was not meant to be as the Jumbgs
the past three years.
outclassed the Engineers while handing them a 4-2 setback.
Sailing in fluky winds from
Over in Franklin Park Art Farnham's Harriers were
the south' and southwest, Mcpreparing for a strong season in this Ben Wilson"s final year !!!!!i!! Comb, with Chuck Wayne as his
. of eligibility. Wilson, who has set manyindoor and outdoor :'::.::. crew, started the match in good
track records, was an early casualty and was out for the ...
shape by taking a third in the
:.:..:. entire season, along with co-captain Larry Petro '70 who :.:.. first race. Milligan fared better,
.. ,.also was plagued bjy injury. Fortunately Wilson is in a five.:. winning both that race and the
year program and he will be eligible to compete next year :.::: next one as McComb warmed to
I
for the cross country team.
the light air to win his second
The Sailing team fared far better than MIT's other fall :.:: race. With only two races down,
i::..:, entries, winning many events behind co-captains Dave .' MIT already led by ten points.:'.:. McComb '70 and Steve Milligan. Among the many victories *... In the third race, as the wind
!: captured by the team was the exciting double win last .. !!: filled from, the east, McComb
:.::: weekend as the Sailors took both the Fowle and Stanke ::. ..: took third again,, as he lost his
.:..Cups.:-,
lead in the last few hundred
Except for the Rifle team, whic began its season on !i.:i.ii yards. But Milligan, who had
:,.,.:....
::October 17 with a win over Boston State, MIT winter teams
Dwight Davis crewing for him all
.'.§do not begin intercollegiate competition until after the *:
day, took fifth. Still "only" ten.
:...:! Thanksgiving break. During the last few years Tech's winter .".:-ipoints out from the field, both
::!: teams have fared considerably better than either the fall or i.'.:. skipper won their fourth race.
spring entries. MIT fields winter teams in basketball, ¢.'.::.. And with that race, someone lit
.:: fencing, gymnastics, hockey, pistol, rifle, skiing, squash, :.:.:. the torch under McComb, who
swimming, indoor track and wrestling, and most of these-:.'
went out and swept the next
'::.
teams have been able to post winning seasons.
two as well. Steve dropped to a
!ii" : This lengthy pause from intercollegiate athletics aids in
seventh in his fifth race, but
placing sports at MIT, as well as sports in general, in
climbed to a second place Finish.
perspective with the clamor of events happening within the .:::.: in race six. In the final race of
!]i! college campuses throughout the nation. One can question
~~~~" nD~
4k::~:~:~:::::::::~:.:~:::::
i:::
Tech's Steve -Young '70 controls ball againstUConn. Tech rallied for
..........
.
4.r:;.at-.·~. On.
,: the relevance of athletics and the emphasis placed upon it, ,
hoto by CraigDavis
three fourtih period g'oa I sbuost5-.
Saturday
both within the MIT athletic department, and within the
Rugby(A)-Mystqc,h,2 pm
. nation's colleges.'The concept of sports as a healthy outlet:
ted in .to nanrrow the lead to two.
-By Ray.Kwasnick ,
for Tech students has long been excepted here on campus .':': Rugby(B)-Mystic,h, 12 30 pm
Playing on a field which lokWith MIT back within range,
:i% but with the increasing drift from apathy at MIT it may ....v, Rugtby(C)-Beacon Hill,h,l 1 am
ed -more like a Vietnamese rice UConn scored a fluky goal
turn out that the gap between the reality of the world and :':':': Sailing(V)-War Trophy,Navy
paddy than a soccer field, the which ended all chances for a
Monday
athletics has greatly increased.
varsity soccer team went down Tech win. Goalie Tovish had the
Cross Country (V, F) - IC4A's, to defeat for the last time this Husky shot within his sights, but
....
.
$*t-0~~~~~~~~.
New York
fall season on Saturday. The he oversid the ball in h
University of Connecticut attempt to block it.
splashed to a 5-3 victory in
Young countered with his
exact repeat eigth goal of the year, a long
was
almost
an
what
m
of last week's fatal loss to Tufts. blast from outside the penalty
The five straight days of rain area, but it wasn't enough.
The loss f'mished the EnThe MIT rugby club picked was awarded a penalty kick from superb coverage by the Tech had a lot to do with four of the
up two more "A" victories as the 35 yard line which Juris scrum and backs prevented the five UConnrm goals. The ball al- gineers' record at 3-9. However,
Apse converted for a 3-0 Tech score. Finally BC was pushed ways seemed to be slipping out the season has to be considered a
the fst team beat B6 "A" 9-0
back. After that, Tech again of the Tech Goalie's (Tom Aden success when compared to last
while the second team beat Hart- lead.
took control of the gaine. Juris '72 for most of the first three sprting's 0-14 mark. It must be
Several minutes later 'Juars
ford rugby club "A" 11-0.
However the third team lost to broke into the open and raced kicked another penalty goal, this periods and Aaron Tovish '72 noted that this squad had six
BC's seconds 11-3 to prevent a 'for 30 yards 'inside the BC 10 time 'from the 25 yard line to for the rest of the contest)grasp sophomores and only four
in the sloppily played game. seniors, so there is a good deal of
second straight perfecd weekend before he was stopped, but the end the scoring.
The "B" game was played However, the Huskies did have hope for the future. Also, the
Tech scram had followed him
for the Tech Ruggers.
The first team's win pushed and they immediately executed atHartforcl on a field that con- an edge in play during the first team was in almost every gamei it
played and with a few breaks
their record to 6-0 and was a scrum roll with Bruce Penman tained several large puddles. three quarters.
In fact, UConn sported a 4-0 could easily finished at .500. As
their fourth shut-out of the sea- finally scoring the try. Although Thus ball control was ignored in
son. The only points scored Tech continued to threaten, the favor of 'many kicks. However lead going into the final period. Coach Bill Morrison'- said,
against them have come on pen- first half ended with Tech hold- Tech's- better coverage led to an The Huskies' outside left John "Everybody who played us
easy victory, raising the second Sarnas played an excellent game. knew-they were in a game."
ing a 6-0 bulge.
alty kicks.
He had one goal and an assistl
Ball-handling was very diffiBC came out for the second team's record to 3-3.
Tech's first score came as a but he quarterlacked the potent
cult on the soaked field but the half ready for a supreme effort
,0 c<S
-s
Tech scrum kept BC penned up and for about five minute they result of one of the few line UConn attack.
The Engineers came up with
in its own territory for the entire severely pressured the Tech de- plays of the game. The Tech
first half. With about ten fense. At one point they were backs had managed to success- their typical last period rush in
minutes gone in the game, Tech within six inches of scoring but' fully pass the slippery ballall.the this game. First Steve Young'70
way to wing Mvbark Furtney who was awarded a penalty kick, and
M.~
w'..
[Cmanaged a 2 5 yard gain before he converted it for his seventh
being knocked out of bounds. goal of the season. Young scored
We
However as he was hit he drop- on all four penalty situations
ped the ball in front of center given to Tech this season. He
Don Arkin who picked it up and also has scored more goals than
ran the final 15 yards for the any other halfback in New Engtry, breaking two tackles on the land and stands an excellent EnE sX .0
way.
chance of being name d to the
Tech's second try was a result All-New England team. He also
-of a long kick by fly-half Steve. has an outside shot for the'a-llLemott. Arkin was out-racing America squad.
en>>X
Dave Peterson '71 registered
(Pleaseturn to page 11.
-qCo
his fourth goal of the season to
t
V
How They Did '
: make the score 4-2. The score
came off of a play the Techmen
Sailing
MIT(V) first in Irwin H. Schell have seen many times this season. Gerry Maskiewicz '71, who
Trophy Regatta
ended the season as the team
Soccer
leader in points with four goals W;. > 0z
UConn $-MIT(V) 3
and seven assists, dribbled down
Rugby
the right sidelines and then fed a
MIT(A) 9-BC(A) 0
picture-perfect centering pass to
Tech ruggers give chase as opposing runner temporarily breaks loose. MIT(B) 1 I-Hartford(A) 0
Peterson. Peterson quickly booTech is still undefeated against 'A' competition. Photo by Tom Jahns BC(B) I I-MIT(C) 3
ii!

Booters rallay fas

as UConn

Ruggers
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short

gains 5-3 win
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